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Dynamic Root Rectangles Part Three: 
Root-Three Rectangles, 
Palladian Applications 
Abstract. “Dynamic symmetry” is the name given by Jay 
Hambidge to describe a system of incommensurable ratios for 
proportioning areas within design compositions.  In Parts One 
and Two of a continuing series, we surveyed the elements of 
root-two, -three, -four, and –five rectangular systems and, using 
the root-two rectangle, explored diagonals, reciprocals, 
complementary areas, and other techniques for composing 
dynamic space plans.  In Part Three, we apply these techniques 
to the root-three rectangle and consider architectural plans by 
Andrea Palladio. 

Introduction 

 “Dynamic symmetry,” is the name given by Jay Hambidge to describe a system of 
proportion for rectangles of square root proportions, where the incommensurable ratio that 
measures the rectangle as a whole replicates through endless divisions.1   Hambidge traces 
this method for proportioning areas from origins in ancient Egypt to sixth or seventh 
century BC Greece, where it subsequently developed in Euclidean geometry and for three 
hundred years produced some of the finest art of the Classical period [Hambidge 1920, 7-
8]. 

In Hambidge’s method, the proportion of the enclosing rectangle governs the spatial 
elements within. One example is the root-three rectangle, whose ratio of 1: 3 cannot be 
expressed in finite numbers, but is precisely the relationship of the half-side of an 
equilateral triangle to its altitude. The root-three rectangle can be formed from the two 
sides of a 30°-60°-90° triangle. In this article we explore its dynamic properties and, in 
celebration of Andrea Palladio’s quincentenary, consider the potential for spatial 
composition in two of the architect’s designs. 

Review: The Root-Three Rectangle, its Diagonal and Reciprocal 

How to draw a root-three rectangle    

Draw a horizontal baseline AB equal in length to one unit. 

From point A, draw an indefinite line perpendicular to line AB that is slightly 
longer in length. 

Place the compass point at A. Draw a quarter-arc of radius AB that intersects line 
AB at point B and the indefinite line at point C. 

Place the compass point at B. Draw a quarter-arc (or one slightly longer) of the 
same radius, as shown. 

Place the compass point at C. Draw a quarter-arc (or one slightly longer) of the 
same radius, as shown. 

Locate point D, where the two quarter-arcs (taken from points B and C) intersect. 
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Place the compass point at D. Draw a quarter-arc of the same radius that 
intersects the indefinite vertical line at point C and the line AB at point B (fig. 1). 

Connect points D, B, A and C. 

The result is a square (DBAC) of side 1 (fig. 2). 
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

Draw the diagonal BC through the square (DBAC). 

The side (DB) and the diagonal (BC) are in the ratio l: 2.2

Place the compass point at B. Draw an arc of radius BC that intersects the 
extension of line BA at point E (fig. 3).  
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A E

Fig. 3 

From point E, draw a line perpendicular to line EB that intersects the extension of 
line DC at point F. 

Connect points D, B, E and F. 
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The result is a root-two rectangle (DBEF) with short and long sides in the ratio 1: 2 (fig. 
4). 
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Fig. 4. DB:BE :: l: 2

Draw the diagonal BF through the root-two rectangle (DBEF). 

The side (DB) and the diagonal (BF) are in the ratio l: 3.

Place the compass point at B. Draw an arc of radius BF that intersects the 
extension of line BE at point G (fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5 

From point G, draw a line perpendicular to line GB that intersects the extension 
of line DF at point H. 

Connect points D, B, G and H. 
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The result is a root-three rectangle (DBGH) with short and long sides in the ratio 1: 3
(fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6. DB:BG :: l: 3

How to divide a root-three rectangle into reciprocals 

Root rectangles produce reciprocals of the same proportion when the diagonal of the major 
rectangle and the diagonal of its reciprocal intersect at right angles.3

Locate the diagonal (BH) of the rectangle DBGH. 

Locate the line GH. Draw a semi-circle that intersects the diagonal BH at point 
O, as shown. 

From point G, draw a line through point O that intersects line HD at point I. 

The diagonal (BH) of the major rectangle (DBGH) and the diagonal (GI) intersect at right 
angles (fig. 7). 
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Fig. 7. GI:BH :: l: 3

From point I, draw a line perpendicular to line HD that intersects line BG at 
point J.  

Connect points J, G, H and I. 
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The result is a smaller root-three rectangle (JGHI) with short and long sides of 1/ 3 and 1 
( 3/3:1 or 0.5773…:1).  Rectangle JGHI is the reciprocal of the whole rectangle DBGH.  
The major 1: 3 rectangle DBGH divides into three reciprocals (JGHI, LJIK and BLKD) 
that are proportionally smaller in the ratio 1: 3. The area of each reciprocal is one-third the 
area of the whole (fig. 8). 
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Fig. 8. IH:HG :: HG:GB :: l: 3

The diagonal (BH) of the major rectangle (DBGH) and the diagonal (GI) of the reciprocal 
(JGHI) locate endless divisions in continual proportion. A root-three rectangle of any size 
divides in equal parts into three reciprocals in the ratio l: 3. Each reciprocal divides in 
similar fashion. 

As the process continues, the side lengths of successively larger rectangles form a perfect 
geometric progression (l , 3, 3, 3 3…). The side lengths of successively smaller rectangles 
decrease in the ratio 1:1/ 3 toward a fixed point of origin known as the pole or eye (point 
O). (See figure 9.) 
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Fig. 9 

Locate the root-three rectangle (DBGH) of sides 1 and 3, and its diagonal BH. 
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From point H, draw an indefinite line perpendicular to the diagonal HB. 

Extend the line BG until it intersects the indefinite line at point K, as shown. 

Connect points B, H, and K. 

The result is a right triangle (BHK). 

From point K, draw a line perpendicular to line KB that intersects the extension 
of line DH at point L. 

Connect points G, K, L, and H. 

The rectangle GKLH is the reciprocal of the root-three rectangle DBGH. 

If the long side (BH) of a right triangle (BHK) equals the diagonal of a major rectangle, the 
short side (KH) of the triangle equals the diagonal of the reciprocal (fig. 10). 
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Fig. 10.  GK:KL :: DB:BG :: l: 3  KH:HB :: l: 3

Review: Application of Areas 

Definition: 

Application of areas is Jay Hambidge’s term for dividing rectangles into proportional 
figures, where shapes applied on the short and long sides of the rectangle are equal in area. 

Any quadrilateral shape can be “applied” on the short and long sides of a rectangle. When a 
square is applied on the short side, then “applied” on the long side, the new area is the same 
as the square, but the shape is rectangular. The reciprocal of the major rectangle is 
accomplished by locating the point where the diagonal of the major rectangle and the 
inside edge of the true square intersect (Hambidge 1960, 35, 60–72; 1967, 28–29).4

How to apply areas to a root-three rectangle    

Locate the root-three rectangle (DBGH) of sides 1 and 3, and its diagonal BH. 

From point B, draw a quarter-arc of radius BD that intersects line BG at point M. 

From point M, draw a line perpendicular to line BG that intersects line HD at 
point N. 
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The result is a square (DBMN) “applied” on the short side (DB) of the root-three rectangle 
(DBGH).

Locate the diagonal BH of the root-three rectangle (DBGH). 

Locate point P where the diagonal (BH) intersects line MN. 

Draw a line through point P that is perpendicular to line MN and intersects line 
DB at point Q and line GH at point R. 

Locate the rectangle QBMP. 

The rectangle (QBMP) is the reciprocal of the root-three rectangle DBGH. Line BP is the 
diagonal of the reciprocal (QBMP). (See figure 11.) 
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Fig. 11. QB:BM :: DB:BG :: l: 3  BP:BH :: l: 3

Locate the square (DBMN) and the rectangle BGRQ. 

The area of the rectangle (BGRQ) and the area of the square (DBMN) are equal. In 
Hambidge’s system, the “square” is applied on the short and long sides of the root-three 
rectangle (fig. 12). 
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Fig. 12 
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Locate the reciprocal QBMP of the major root-three rectangle DBGH. 

Locate the rectangles DQPN and MGRP. 

Rectangle DQPN is the complement of the reciprocal QBMP.5

The areas of rectangles DQPN and MGRP are equal.  

Locate rectangles QBMP and NPRH. 

The rectangles QBMP and NPRH share the same diagonal and are similar (fig. 13).6
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Fig. 13 

The Root-Three Rectangle and Variations on Area Themes 

The application of areas permits the division of root rectangles into harmonious 
compositions whose interior elements reflect the proportions of the overall figure. Let us 
consider the root-three rectangle and related figures.7

How to divide a square into root-three proportional areas 

Draw a square (DBAC) of side 1. (Repeat figures 1 and 2.)  
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2 
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Locate points E, F, G, and H where the four quarter arcs intersect, as shown. 

From point B, draw a line through point H that intersects line AC at point I. 

From point A, draw a line through point F that intersects line DB at point J. 

Connect points I and J. 

The result is a root-three rectangle (JBAI) of sides 1/ 3 and 1 (0.5773… and 1). (See 
figure 14.) 

From point C, draw a line through point F that intersects line DB at point K. 

From point D, draw a line through point H that intersects line AC at point L. 

Connect points K and L. 

The result is a root-three rectangle (LCDK) of sides 1/ 3 and 1 (0.5773… and 1). (See 
figure 15.)
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Fig. 14 Fig. 15 

From point D, draw a line through point G that intersects line BA at point M. 

From point B, draw a line through point E that intersects line CD at point N. 

Connect points M and N. 

The result is a root-three rectangle (NDBM) of sides 1/ 3 and 1 (0.5773… and 1). (See 
figure 16.)

From point A, draw a line through point E that intersects line CD at point O. 

From point C, draw a line through point G that intersects line BA at point P. 

Connect points O and P. 

The result is a root-three rectangle (PACO) of sides 1/ 3 and 1 (0.5773… and 1). (See 
figure 17.) 
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Fig. 16 Fig. 17 

When root-three rectangles (JBAI, LCDK, NDBM and PACO) are drawn on all four sides 
of a square, the result is a composition that contains five center squares, four larger corner 
squares, and four root-three rectangles. 

Each root-three rectangle (such as JBAI) has a complementary area (such as DJIC) that 
contains three squares and a root-three rectangle (fig. 18). 
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Alternative Divisions and Design Applications 

Option 1 

Locate the square (DBAC) of side 1. 

Locate the diagonals (DM, DL, BI, BN, AO, AJ, CK, and CP) of the four root-
three rectangles, as shown (fig. 19). 

Connect points I and J. 
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Fig. 19 Fig. 20 

The result is a root-three rectangle (JBAI) of sides 1/ 3 and 1 (0.5773… and 1). 

When a root-three rectangle (JBAI) is drawn on the side (BA) of a square, the 
complementary area (DJIC) contains two root-three rectangles and a square (fig. 20).   

Figure 21 repeats the scheme, with some modifications, on all four sides of the square. 

Figure 22 presents a more complex design application. 
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Fig. 21 Fig. 22 

Option 2 

Locate the square (DBAC) of side 1.  

Locate the four quarter-arcs taken from points D. B, A, and C. 

Locate point E where the quarter-arcs taken from points B and A intersect. 

Locate point G where the quarter-arcs taken from points C and D intersect. 

From point E draw a line through point G that intersects line BA at point Q. 
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From point E, draw a line perpendicular to line EQ that intersects line DB at 
point R and line AC at point S. 

The result is a pair of two adjacent root-three rectangles (BQER and QASE) of sides ½ and 
3/2 (0.5… and .8660) (fig. 23). 

Figure 24 repeats the scheme on all four sides of the square.  
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Fig. 23 Fig. 24 

Figure 25 presents a more complex design application. 

Fig. 25 

How to divide a root-three rectangle into segments that progress in the ratio 1: 3

Draw a root-three rectangle (DBGH) of sides 1 and 3. (Repeat figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5 and 6.) 
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Fig. 5 Fig. 6. DB:BG :: l: 3

Locate the diagonal (BH) of the major rectangle (DBGH) and the diagonal GI, 
which intersect at right angles and are in the ratio 1: 3. (Repeat figure 7.)  
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Fig. 7. GI:BH :: l: 3 OI:OH :: OH:OG :: OG:OB :: l: 3
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The diagonals GI and BH divide at point O into four radii vectors (OI, OH, OG, and 
OB) that progress in continued proportion in the ratio l: 3.8

The diagonal GI and the long side (HD) of the major rectangle (DBGH) intersect 
at point I.

From point I, draw a line perpendicular to line HD that intersects the diagonal 
BH at point M.  

From point M, draw a line perpendicular to line MI that intersects the diagonal 
GI at point N. 

From point N, draw a line perpendicular to line NM that intersects the diagonal 
BH at point P. 

From point P, draw a line perpendicular to line PN that intersects the diagonal GI 
at point Q. 

The diagonals GI and BH divide into radii vectors that locate the lines of a rectilinear spiral 
(QP, PN, NM, MI, IH, HG, and GB). The spiral increases in root-three proportion and 
decreases in the ratio 1: 1/ 3 toward the pole or eye (point O). (See figure 26.) 
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Fig. 26. PN:NM :: NM:MI :: MI:IH :: IH:HG :: l: 3
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Draw the diagonals BH and DG of the root-three rectangle DBGH, the diagonals 
GI and JH of the reciprocal JGHI, the diagonals JK and LI of the reciprocal LJIK, 
and the diagonals LD and BK of the reciprocal BLKD (fig. 27). 

Use the diagonals to repeat the equiangular spiral three times, as shown (fig. 28).  
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Fig. 28 

Locate points R and S, as shown. 

Connects points L, J, R, I, K, and S. 

The result is a hexagon. 

Connect points J, R, K, and S. 

The result is a root-three rectangle (fig. 29).9
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Fig. 29 

How to divide a root-three rectangle into smaller root-three rectangles of equal area  

Locate the root-three rectangle (DBGH) of sides 1 and 3.

Draw the diagonals BH and DG. 

Locate the midpoints (T, U, V, and W) of the root-three rectangle. 
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Connect midpoints T and V, then midpoints U and W. 

The result is a root-three rectangle divided into four smaller root-three rectangles of equal 
area (fig. 30). 
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Fig. 30 

From midpoint T, draw the half diagonals TG and TH through the root-three 
rectangle, as shown. 

From midpoint V, draw the half diagonals VD and VB through the root-three 
rectangle, as shown. 

From midpoint U draw the half diagonals UH and UD through the root-three 
rectangle, as shown. 

From midpoint W, draw the half diagonals WB and WG through the root-three 
rectangle, as shown. 

Locate points M, X, Y, and Z where the diagonals and half diagonals intersect, as 
shown.

Through these points, extend two vertical lines and two horizontal lines to the 
sides of the rectangle DBGH, as shown.  

The result is a root-three rectangle divided into nine smaller root-three rectangles of equal 
area (fig. 31). 

Extend three vertical lines and three horizontal lines to the sides of the rectangle 
DBGH, through the points of intersection, as shown.  

The result is a root-three rectangle divided into sixteen smaller root-three rectangles of 
equal area (fig. 32). 

Extend four vertical and four horizontal lines to the sides of the original rectangle 
through the points of intersection, as shown.  

The result is a root-three rectangle divided into twenty-five smaller root-three rectangles of 
equal area (fig. 33).10
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How to divide a root-three rectangle into patterns of proportional areas 

Locate the root-three rectangle (DBGH) of sides 1 and 3.

From point D, draw the diagonal DG of the root-three rectangle (DBGH), as 
shown.

Apply a square (DBA B ) to the left side (DB) of the root-three rectangle, as 
shown (fig. 34).  
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Fig. 34 

From point B, draw the diagonal BB  of the square DBA B

Locate point C  where the diagonal of the root-three rectangle (DBGH) and the 

diagonal of the square (DBA B ) intersect. 

Draw a line through point C  that is perpendicular to and intersects line BG at 

point F  and line HD at point G .

Draw a line through point C  that is perpendicular to and intersects line DB at 

point D  and line GH at point E .
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Fig. 35 
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When a square (DBA B ) is “applied” on the short side of a root-three rectangle (DBGH), 

it falls short and is elliptic. The square (DBA B ) is composed of two squares and two root-

three rectangles. The excess area (A GHB ) is composed of two squares and two root-three 
rectangles (fig. 35).  

From point H, draw the diagonal HB of the root-three rectangle (DBGH), as 
shown.

Apply a square (GHI H ) to the right side (GH) of the root-three rectangle, as 
shown.

From point G, draw the diagonal GI  of the square (GHI H .

When squares (DBA B  and GHI H ) are “applied” on both short sides of a root-three 
rectangle (DBGH), they overlap (fig. 36). 
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Fig. 36 

From point D, draw the diagonal DA  of the square DBA B .

From point H, draw the diagonal HH  of the square GHI H .

The various diagonals reveal a pattern of six squares and five root-three rectangles (fig. 37). 
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Fig. 37 
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Design applications 

Locate the root-three rectangle (DBGH) of sides 1 and 3.

Construct a diagonal grid composed of: 
o the diagonals of the major root-three rectangle (DBGH) 
o the diagonals of the three reciprocals (BLKD, LJIK, and JGHI) 

o the diagonals of the two squares (DBA B  and GHI H ). (See figure 38.)  
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Fig. 38 

Figures 39-41 illustrate patterns of proportional areas based on the ratio 1: 3.

Fig. 39 
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Fig. 40 

Fig. 41 

Applications: A Palladian Villa and Palazzo  

That harmonic proportions grace the architecture of Andrea Palladio is without dispute, 
having been rigorously examined and researched. In the twentieth century, Rudolf 
Wittkower proposed the theory in Architectural Principles in the Age of Humanism,
analyzing the role of musical ratios in eight Palladian designs published in I quattro libri 
dell’architettura (The Four Books on Architecture).  This arithmetic system of proportion 
was well known in Palladio’s day through the treatise Della proportione, et proportionalità
(On Ratio and Proportion), published in 1573 by friend and colleague Silvio Belli, and 
through Daniele Barbaro’s 1556 edition of Vitruvius, which Palladio illustrated [Wittkower 
1971,102-137, Ackerman 1966, 160-162] .    
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Following Wittkower, Deborah Howard and Malcolm Longair analyzed all forty-four 
Palladian designs in Book II, revealing a statistical preference for the ratios of standard 
musical intervals. Approximately two-thirds of all dimensions noted are numbers that can 
be incorporated into music’s arithmetic ratios.11 Some later works commissioned by 
patrons well versed in Pythagorean and Platonic musical theories are almost entirely 
composed of musical ratios. But even during the later period, Palladio did not employ these 
techniques exclusively.12

Not all dimensions conform to musical ratios derived from arithmetic principles, nor are all 
rooms shaped according to Palladio’s stated ideal.  He identifies as “most beautiful and well 
proportioned” seven rooms that translate to length-to-width ratios of 1:1 (round or square), 

2:1, 4:3, 3:2, 5:3 and 2:1.13  Palladio does not associate these preferred room shapes with 
a musical interpretation, but their ratios are equivalent to musical intervals of Pythagorean 
and Just tuning systems. The one exception is the ratio 2:1, which is a ratio of equal 
temperament, although Branko Mitrovi  and others argue that Palladio did not promote its 
musical value [Mitrovi  2004, 87-92].14

Mitrovi  observes that of 153 length-to-width ratios noted in Book II, 89 or 55% 
correspond to Palladio’s stated preferences, including three whole number approximations 
of the incommensurable ratio 2:1. An analysis of Palladio’s executed buildings, based 
largely on eighteenth-century surveys by Ottavio Bertotti Scamozzi, reveals that 54 or 57% 
of 95 ratios studied are “preferred” [Mitrovi  2004, 64, 190-197].15

Employing the finite numbers of musical harmony would have appealed to patrons like 
Barbaro, who were knowledgeable of musical and architectural theory. Being for the most 
part multiples of 2, 3 or 5, these easily divisible numbers would be easy and practical to 
work with [Howard and Longair 1982, 136]. And as Wittkower and others note, such 
ratios are suited to expressions of harmony and beauty.  

Palladio says that beauty is the result of “a graceful shape and the relationship of the whole 
to the parts, and of the parts among themselves and to the whole” [Palladio 1997: I, 7 (7)].  
The whole number ratios of musical harmony can achieve this to great effect. But Palladio 
commonly specifies the inside measures of isolated rooms, without consideration of wall 
thickness. The result is that individual rooms relate to one another, but not to the total 
plan.

With nearly half of all length-to-width ratios unaccounted for, Mitrovi  considers the 
possible use of other ratios known in the Renaissance. Among the published plans in Book 
II, he identifies six ratios composed of whole numbers that closely approximate the 
incommensurable ratio 3:1 (1.7320…: 1). These include the large corner rooms of Villa 
Almerico (“La Rotunda”), which measure 26 x 15 piedi and translate to a ratio of 
1.7333….: 1.16  In addition, Mitrovi  observes approximate root-three ratios in four 
Bertotti Scamozzi surveys of executed buildings.17

Is it possible that root-three ratios functioned dynamically, not merely in the proportions of 
single rooms, but throughout the plan, inclusive of wall thickness?  Two Palladian designs 
in Book II are worthy of consideration. One—Palazzo della Torre in Verona—was 
conceived circa 1565, but never executed [Palladio 1997: II, 76 (154)]. The other—Villa 
Mocenigo, Marocco in Treviso—was designed circa 1559-1562 and partially built soon 
thereafter, but was destroyed in the early nineteenth century.18 The outline of each plan 
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approximates a figure of 3 3:4, formed by overlapping identical root-three rectangles. 
Root-three symmetry persists through multiple divisions, locating the outlines of individual 
rooms within (figs. 42 and 43).19

Fig. 42. Palazzo della Torre, Verona (project). Palladio 1570, Book II, 76, with overlay 

Fig. 43. Villa Mocenigo, Marocco. Palladio 1570, Book II, 54, with overlay 
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Conventional scholarship disputes the use of incommensurable ratios in Renaissance 
architecture, in favor of modules comprised of finite numbers.20 When incommensurable 
values are recognized, they are approximated in whole numbers, as Mitrovi  observes in 
Villa Rotunda and elsewhere. But if such approximations define the measure of a single 
room, might they not appear in the plan as a whole?  

Palazzo della Torre, commissioned by Count Giovanni Battista Della Torre for a site in 
Verona, would have featured vaulted ground-floor rooms with mezzanines above the small 
rooms, served by small staircases. The height of the central hall was to have extended to the 
roof, receiving light from the loggia and from windows set into the sides [Palladio 1997: II, 
76 (154)].   

Palladio’s published plan calls for a central entrance loggia that measures forty piedi across.  
A rectangle in the ratio 40:23 (1.739…: 1) deviates from a true root-three rectangle 
(1.732…: 1) by 0.4%.  

Draw an approximate root-three rectangle of 40 x 23 piedi whose bottom edge 
coincides with the front edge of the loggia. 

Draw the rectangle’s two diagonals. 

The 40 x 23 piedi rectangle defines the loggia.21

Draw an approximate root-three rectangle three times the size (120 x 69 piedi)
whose bottom edge coincides with the front edge of the total plan. 

Draw the rectangle’s two diagonals. 

The top edge of the 120 x 69 piedi rectangle locates the inside walls of the rooms along the 
back (fig. 44). 

Fig. 44. Palazzo della Torre, Verona 
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Extend the top edge of the 40 x 23 piedi rectangle to the right and left sides of the 
120 x 69 piedi rectangle. 

Draw a new 120 x 69 piedi rectangle, as shown. 

Draw the rectangle’s two diagonals. 

The bottom edge of the new 120 x 69 piedi rectangle locates the inside walls of the rooms 
along the front (fig. 45). 

Draw a rectangle that encloses both 120 x 69 piedi rectangles. 

The result is a 120 x 92 piedi rectangle (1.3043….: 1) that locates the outer walls of the 
total plan. The 120 x 92 piedi rectangle approximates a rectangle of 3 3:4 (1.2990…:1). 
(See figure 45.) 

Fig. 45. Palazzo della Torre, Verona 

Locate the four points where the diagonals and horizontal sides of the 120 x 69 
piedi rectangles intersect. 

Draw diagonals from these four points to the four corners of the 120 x 92 piedi
rectangle, as shown. 

The four new diagonals locate approximate reciprocals (69 x 40 piedi or 1.725:1) of the 
major 120 x 69 piedi rectangles (fig. 46).22
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Fig. 46. Palazzo della Torre, Verona 

The twelve diagonals locate proportionally smaller rooms within the total plan (fig. 47). 

Fig. 47. Palazzo della Torre, Verona 

Palladio’s collaboration with Venetian nobleman Leonard Mocenigo began in the early 
1550s and produced a number of villas, among them Villa Mocenigo in the town of 
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Marocco on the road from Venice to Treviso [Battilotti 1990, 109]. The published design 
features a double hexastyle loggia surmounted by a pediment. The lower loggia is Ionic. 
The upper loggia is Corinthian. Inside, a pair of freestanding staircases ascends in opposite 
directions, separating the loggia from a hall with four corner columns at the back. Stables, 
porticos and other amenities comprise a rear court toward the back of the central block 
[Palladio 1997: II, 54 (132)].                 

Palladio’s published plan calls for an entrance loggia and hall that measure 32 piedi across. 
A rectangle in the ratio 32:18.5 (1.7297…: 1) deviates from a true root-three rectangle 
(1.7320…: 1) by 0.13%.  

Draw an approximate root-three rectangle of 32 x 18.5 piedi whose bottom edge 
coincides with the front edge of the loggia. 

Draw the rectangle’s two diagonals. 

The 32 x 18.5 piedi rectangle defines the front edge of the loggia and the width of adjacent 
rooms along the front.23

Draw an approximate root-three rectangle three times the size (96 x 55.5 piedi)
whose bottom edge coincides with the front edge of the total plan. 

Draw the rectangle’s two diagonals. 

The top edge of the 96 x 55.5 piedi rectangle locates the inside walls of the rooms along the 
back (fig. 48). 

Fig. 48. Villa Mocenigo, Marocco 

Extend the top edge of the 32 x 18.5 piedi rectangle to the right and left sides of 
the 96 x 55.5 piedi rectangle. 

Draw a new 96 x 55.5 piedi rectangle, as shown. 
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Draw the rectangle’s two diagonals. 

The bottom edge of the new 96 x 55.5 piedi rectangle locates the inside walls of the rooms 
along the front. 

Draw a rectangle that encloses both 96 x 55.5 piedi rectangles. 

The result is a 96 x 74 piedi rectangle (1.2972….: 1) that locates the outer walls of the total 
plan.

The 96 x 74 piedi rectangle approximates a rectangle of 3 3:4 (1.2990…:1). The four 
diagonals locate proportionally smaller rooms within the total plan (fig. 49). 

Fig. 49. Villa Mocenigo, Marocco 

One could argue that the 3 3:4 rectangle (1.2990….: 1) and its whole number equivalents 
are barely distinguishable from a simpler figure of 4:3 (1.3333….: 1). In fact, Bertotti 
Scamozzi notes that the rectangle of Mocenigo’s executed plan “approaches a width and a 
third” [1976, 82].  But the 3 3:4 rectangle is a better match for the published plans of 
Mocenigo and della Torre and reflects root-three divisions within.24

Conclusion

…if we consider what a wondrous creation the world is, the marvelous 
embellishments with which it is filled, and how the heavens change the 
seasons of the world by their continuous revolutions according to the 
demands of nature and how they maintain themselves by the sweetest 
harmony of their measured movements, we cannot doubt that, since these 
small temples which we build must be similar to this vast one which He, 
with boundless generosity, perfected with but a word of command, we are 
bound to include in them all the embellishments we can, and build them in 
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such a way and with such proportions that together all the parts convey to 
the eyes of onlookers a sweet harmony...  

–Palladio, I quattro libri [1997: IV, 3 (213)] 

The geometric studies presented here are based on Palladio’s original woodcuts from the 
1570 Italian edition of I quattro libri [Palladio 1980, II, 54, 76].  The drawings are fairly 
conceptual and abstract, hardly ideal for precise geometric analysis.25  But they provide 
clues about the ideal measures and proportions conceived by Palladio for them, before these 
were modified by constraints of site or execution.26

Because there is no documentary evidence in the form of working drawings or theoretical 
writings that attest to the intentional use of incommensurable proportions, it is possible 
these relationships are due to chance. But the elegant way in which root-three ratios achieve 
spatial harmony through multiple divisions is compelling.  

Like Palladio’s conception of the heavens, dynamic symmetry responds to our innate desire 
for harmony to permeate the world. When applied even in an approximate way to 
commensurable figures, as illustrated here, it can unite a diversity of elements and invoke 
delight.

Notes

1. “Dynamic symmetry” appears in root rectangles based on square root proportions. The edge 
lengths of such rectangles are incommensurable and cannot divide into one another. But a 
square constructed on the long side of the rectangle can be expressed in whole numbers, 
relative to a square constructed on the shorter side [Fletcher 2007, 327-328; Hambidge 1960, 
22–24; 1967, 17–18]. See [Fletcher 2007, 328-334] to construct an expanding series of root 
rectangles from a square. The diagonal of the preceding square or rectangle equals the long 
side of the succeeding four-sided figure. The short side of each root rectangle is 1. The long 
sides progress in the series 2, 3, 4, 5, 6… . See [Fletcher 2007, 344-346] to construct 
diminishing root rectangles within a square. The long side of each root rectangle is 1. The 
short sides progress in the series 1/ 2, 1/ 3, 1/ 4, 1/ 5… . See [Fletcher 2007] for more on 
dynamic symmetry and its fundamental components. 

2. The calculation of the diagonal BC is based on the Pythagorean Theorem. Triangle CDB is a 
right triangle. CD2 + DB2 = BC2 [12 + 12 = 2]. Thus, BC =  2. The diagonal of a square of 
side 1 is equal to 2. The diagonal that appears in figure 5 can be calculated in similar 
fashion. See [Fletcher 2005b: 44-45] for more on the Pythagorean Theorem. 

3. The reciprocal of a major rectangle is a figure similar in shape but smaller in size, such that 
the short side of the major rectangle equals the long side of the reciprocal [Hambidge 1967, 
30, 131].
A root-two rectangle is in the ratio 1:1.4142…. Its reciprocal ( 2/2:1) is in the ratio 
0.7071… :1. 
A root-three rectangle is in the ratio 1:1.732…. Its reciprocal ( 3/3:1) is in the ratio 
0.5773… :1. 
A root-four rectangle is in the ratio 1:2.0. Its reciprocal ( 4/4:1) is in the ratio 0.5: 1. 
A root-five rectangle is in the ratio 1:2.236… . Its reciprocal ( 5/5:1) is in the ratio 
0.4472…:1. See [Fletcher 2007, 336-343] and [Hambidge 1967, 31–38] for more on these 
element. 

4. Hambidge identifies three ways to apply one area to another—less than, equal to, or in excess 
of the other. If the applied area is less, it is elliptic;; if equal, it is parabolic;; and if in excess, it 
is hyperbolic. See [Fletcher 2008, 160] and [Hambidge 1920, 19-20; 1960, 35] for more on 
the application of square areas. 
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5. In Hambidge’s system, each rectangle has a reciprocal and each rectangle and reciprocal have 
complementary areas. The complementary area is the area that remains when a rectangle is 
produced within a unit square. If the rectangle exhibits properties of dynamic symmetry, its 
complement will also. See [Fletcher 2007, 347-354] and [Hambidge 1967, 128]. 

6. Rectangles are similar if their corresponding angles are equal and their corresponding sides are 
in proportion. Similar rectangles share common diagonals. 

7. See [Hambidge 1967, 48-50; Schneider 2006, 109-117]. 
8. The radius vector is the variable line segment drawn to a curve or spiral from a fixed point of 

origin (the pole or eye) [Simpson 1989]; see also [Fletcher 2004, 105]. 
9. For more on the root-three rectangle and its relationship to the vesica piscis and the hexagon, 

see [Fletcher 2004, 102–105; and 2005a, 153–157]. 
10. See [Schneider 2006, 30-32, 34] for similar constructions. 
11. Of 365 numbers appearing in the plans of Book II, 239 or 65.5% are harmonic, whereas a 

random sample should produce less than half [Howard and Longair 1982, 116, 122, 136]. 
Palladio’s designs are measured by the Vicentine foot (piede vicentino), which divides into 
twelve inches and four minutes [Palladio 1997: II, 4 (79)]. 

12. Comprehensive harmonic plans, such as Palladio’s Villa Barbaro at Maser, postdate Barbaro’s 
1556 edition of Vitruvius [Howard and Longair 1982, 136]. 

13. “There are seven types of room that are the most beautiful and well proportioned and turn 
out better: they can be made circular, though these are rare; or square; or their length will 
equal the diagonal of the square of the breadth; or a square and a third; or a square and a half; 
or a square and two-thirds; or two squares.” [Palladio 1997: I, 52 (57)]. Similar lists are 
proposed by Vitruvius [1999: VI, iii, (79)], Sebastiano Serlio [1996: I, 15r (30)] and other 
Renaissance theorists. 

14. In a compelling interpretation, Lionel March observes that between the numbers 1 and 2 are 
four proportional means that produce the remaining numbers in the series: the arithmetic 
mean (3/2); the geometric mean ( 2/1); the harmonic mean (4/3); and the contraharmonic 
mean (5/3). All four are noted in Belli’s treatise [March, “Forward” in Belli 2002, p. 11]. 

15. For a discussion of the relative accuracy of Bertotti Scamozzi’s surveys, see [Mitrovi  2004, 
30].

16. [Palladio 1997: II, 19 (95).] Additional length-to-width ratios that approximate the ratio 
3:1 include: the ratio 19:11 (1.7272…: 1) in Palazzo della Torre, Verona [II, 11]; the ratio 

34.5:20 (1.725:1) in Palazzo Thiene, Vicenza  [II, 13] and in an unnamed Venetian palace 
[II, 72]; the ratio 12:7 (1.7142…: 1) in Palazzo Barbarano, Vicenza [II, 22]; the ratio 28:16 
(1.75:1) in Villa Pisani, Montagnana [II, 52] and 14:8 (1.75:1) in Palazzo Trissino, Vicenza 
[II, 74]; and the ratio 30:17 (1.7647…: 1) in Villa Poiana, Poiana Maggiore [II, 58] 
[Mitrovi  2004, 65, 197]. 

17. These include: the ratio 1.718…: 1 (26' 6'' x 15' 5'') in Villa Cornaro, Piombino Dese [II, 
53]; the ratio 1.775:1 (35' 6'' x 20') in Palazzo Thiene, Vicenza [II, 13]; the ratio 1.714…: 1 
(30' x 17' 6'') in Villa Pisani, Bagnolo [II, 47]; and the ratio 1.711…: 1 (29' 8'' x 17' 4'') in 
Villa Poiana, Poiana Maggiore [II, 58] [Mitrovi  2004, 197]. For a discussion of other 
incommensurable ratios, see [Mitrovi  2004, 65-70]. 

18. [Palladio 1997: II, 54 (132).] See [Puppi 1986, 171].  
19. Base images for figs. 42-49 are from [Palladio 1980, 54, 76] with geometric overlays by the 

author. Root-three symmetry does not extend to the inside dimensions of individual rooms, 
which tend to reflect “preferred” room shapes and harmonic numbers. In I quattro libri, the 
rooms at Palazzo della Torre [II, 76] measure 36 x 20 piedi (1.8:1), 20 x 15 piedi (4:3), and 
20 x 20 piedi (1:1). All four dimensions noted—15, 20, 36, 40—are harmonic numbers. 
Two length-to-width ratios—20:15 (4:3) and 20:20 (4:3)— are “preferred” and one—36:20 
(1.8:1) is not. No rooms contain inside measures in approximate root-three ratio. The rooms 
at Villa Mocenigo, Marocco [II, 54] measure 16 x 10 piedi (1.6:1), 16 x 16 piedi (1:1) , 26 x 
16 piedi (1.625:1), and 32 x 32 piedi (1:1). Of five dimensions noted—10, 16, 20, 26 and 
32—all but one (26) are harmonic numbers. Two square rooms proportioned to 16:16 and 
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32:32 (1:1) are “preferred.” Two rooms proportioned to 16:10 (1.6:1) and 26:16 (1.625:1) 
are not. No rooms contain inside measures in approximate root-three ratio [Howard and 
Longair 1982, 139-143, Mitrovi  2004, 192-194]. In Bertotti Scamozzi’s survey of the 
executed Villa Mocenigo, the 16' square room measures 17' 8'' x 16' 4'', the 26' length of the 
larger rooms measures 26' 11'', and the 10' width of the small rooms measures 8'5'' [Bertotti-
Scamozzi 1976, 83].

20. Mitrovi  cites Vitruvius, Barbaro and Palladio to argue that commensurable ratios alone were 
used to create Renaissance designs, including whole number approximations of 
incommensurable ratios such as 1: 3  [Mitrovi  2004, 66]. 

21. The 40 piedi measure is exclusive of wall thickness. The 23 piedi measure in inclusive of wall 
thickness.

22. The diagonals of a true root-three rectangle and its reciprocal intersect at 90.0o. In this 
approximate construction, they intersect at 89.8o and 90.2o, a deviation of 0.2%. 

23. The 32 piedi measure is exclusive of wall thickness. The 18.5 piedi measure in inclusive of 
wall thickness. 

24. The outline of Bertotti Scamozzi’s plan of Mocenigo falls between 3 3:4 and 4:3 rectangles. 
The 4:3 rectangle is a better match for the published plan of Villa Valmarana at Lisiera 
[Palladio 1980, II, 59]. 

25. [Mitrovi  2004, 34-35; Wittkower 1971, 128.] Though more than a decade in preparation, 
Palladio’s manuscript was hastily assembled at the time of publication. Drawings are executed 
with varying levels of precision, often lacking sufficient regard for practical considerations to 
function as working drawings. Sometimes the drawings contradict the text or contain 
elements impossible to realize in the physical world. For example, room dimensions can 
discount the thickness of walls, as in the plan for Villa Mocenigo, where two rooms with 
inside measurements of 10 x 16 piedi and 16 x 16 piedi occupy the same space as a single 
room of 16 x 26 piedi.  Discrepancies between published dimensions and executed plans can 
sometimes be attributed to printers’ errors and sometimes to revisions made during the design 
process. For a full discussion, see [Howard and Longair 1982, 117-118]. 

26. Sometimes, proportions expressed on paper do not survive the building process. In one 
instance, published and executed plans possibly express different proportional concepts. 
March and Wittkower demonstrate 3:4:5 triangles and elaborate musical harmonies in the 
published plans of Villa Emo, while the author observes golden mean ratios throughout the 
executed plan. See [Fletcher 2000; Fletcher 2001; March 2001; Wittkower 1971, 131].  
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